ABSTRACT Base station (BS) sleep modes handle the progressive deactivation of unused hardware components and bring a promising solution to the increasing energy bill and environmental concerns. Taking advantage of the 5G ultra-lean design and spaced synchronization signals, we propose a novel gDTX mode (for next-generation discontinuous transmission), based on flexible duty cycling. First, an inactive period enables the BS to enter deep sleep state for some tens of milliseconds, even if users are requesting service. We show that adapting the inactivity duration to the daily traffic load fluctuations provides significant energy reduction, reaching half of the time more than 45% gain in suburban environment and 78% in rural area. Second, an active period maintains some cell capacity and normal signaling, rendering the BS always available, even if not always on. Questioning the feasibility of gDTX regarding real-time delaynon-tolerant voice traffic, we analyze its impact on the overall jitter, end-to-end delay and estimated mean opinion score. We evidence that sleeping 60 ms every 80 ms while sustaining acceptable voice quality is not contradictory in most network conditions, for light to moderate loads. The proposed gDTX cycle definitely opens new perspectives on energy reduction, targeting primarily developing countries where powering BSs is still a priority to deploy reliable mobile services.
I. INTRODUCTION
Future 5G architecture is widely being shaped around enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), ultra-reliable low latency communications (URLLC) and massive machinetype communications (mMTC), promising unprecedented user experience. Despite the growing environmental concerns and the push toward green networks, such high-performance technologies can hardly be sustained in digital ecosystems where powering base stations is still a major issue and where many consumers cannot afford a basic Internet connection.
As pointed out in [1] and [2] , many emerging and developing countries are heavily restricted by energy, while the overall consumption in the RAN is expected to increase by 16% from 2014 to 2020. More than half of towers are off-grid in Burkina Faso, Nigeria, Madagascar or Chad, where electrification barely reaches 4%. Generators powering remote base stations (BS) may run out of diesel, by cause of excessive cost for local communities or delivery issues on poor roads, notably during the rainy season. Alternative energy sources have been developed, notably through the ORYX project [2] , but in many places, solar panels still often experience low efficiency, e.g. due to insufficient cleaning. Even on-grid sites may undergo regular power cuts or may not be powered more than a few hours per day.
Contributions: In the light of this background, we consider a complementary approach to ubiquitous high capacity technologies and propose a new gDTX cycle (''nextgeneration Discontinuous Transmission'') firstly dedicated to cellular networks where energy is the uppermost priority. Taking advantages of the new features of 5G radio, the proposed gDTX cycle, depicted in Figure 1 , operates periodical deactivation of all transmissions and receptions at a gNB (next-generation NodeB) for some tens of milliseconds, while maintaining normal signaling and some cell capacity depending on the traffic load and battery level fluctuations.
First, we detail the concept of gDTX within the 5G framework and highlight how it offers a proximity access for all consumers at all time, particularly for isolated sites with no possibility of traffic offloading. Contrary to other approaches, base stations do not enter sleeping state uniquely at zero load timespan. Periodical sleeps for energy reduction are set up based on traffic load, rather than on individual packet arrivals, while minimizing QoE (Quality of Experience) degradation as much as permitted by the energy constraints. Second, we provide a benchmark evaluation of its energy performance and show that adapting the gDTX cycle to the average traffic load is sufficient to reach half of the time up to 45% energy gain in suburban environments and up to 78% in rural areas. Contrary to existing strategies, the gDTX cycle results in a predictable energy consumption, which greatly facilitates battery management at off-grid base stations.
Third, we evidence that large sleeping periods do not impede the transmission of real-time traffic like voice in light to moderate load conditions. We analyze the impact of inactivity periods on the overall jitter and end-to-end delay, then use an E-model for Adaptive Multi-Rate Wideband (AMR-WB) codec to estimate the Mean Opinion Score. We highlight that a gNB can enter deep sleep mode for some 30ms every 80ms in typical network propagation conditions without being perceived by users. Scheduling inactivity periods of 60ms every 80ms is almost transparent to users in good network conditions (low jitter, short propagation delay) and still provides acceptable voice quality (MOS≥ 3.5) in most conditions.
Paper organization: The literature on BS energy reduction is reviewed in Section II and the proposed gDTX cycle is detailed in Section III. We show in Section IV that significant energy gain can be achieved and, in Section V, that gDTX cycles are also suitable for real-time voice traffic. Concluding remarks and future investigations are discussed in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
This section covers the main approaches on energy reduction for radio cellular networks, with respect to the considered low cost 5G context.
A. IDLE ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN LOW LOAD NETWORKS
The push towards network densification for 5G has spurred advanced technologies for energy reduction, such as BS cooperation [3] , cloud-RAN optimization [4] or User/Control planes separation [5] . Nevertheless, harsh technical constraints render such technologies hard to operate in rural areas of developing countries. They encompass long distance between nodes, long latency backhaul, lower cost architecture and sometimes, poor equipment interconnections.
Aside from the energy consumed for the transmission itself, significant energy is dissipated at BS for site cooling, network maintenance and signaling, whether data is transmitted or not. In low load networks, such idle energy offset largely dominates the overall consumption and a typical 3-sector site consumes around 2kW for a transmission-related power of only 120W [6] . Various solutions have been proposed to approach the ''zero watt at zero load'' objective through standalone BS sleep modes. It consists in setting in idle state part of the BS hardware components to reduce the load-independent consumption.
B. ON-DEMAND BS ACTIVATION
Switching off unused base stations (BS) and activating them only when needed is one of the most popular responses to power issues in low load networks [7] . The coupling existing between the achievable energy gain and the cell densification in heterogeneous networks has been analyzed in [8] and [9] and noticeable reduction in the daily energy consumption is achieved through cooperation among delay-tolerant communications in [10] or using traffic prediction in [11] .
However, on-demand BS activation is principally designed for dense heterogeneous networks and presents three main drawbacks. First, most literature on the subject focuses on switching off small-cells, while macro base stations are the most energy-consuming [3] , [12] . Second, the radio coverage and service have to be provided by the remaining active cells, implying that such technique is not suitable for isolated BS. As a response to this issue, innovative solutions for re-activating cells have been proposed in [13] , using out-of-band low consumption radio modules for femtocells, and in [14] , through BS waking up using a LoRa interface. Third, BS switching off implies long system recovery and slow reactivity to traffic variations or sudden power cuts [6] . Indeed, the delay necessary to wake up, re-establish connections and transfer traffic is non-negligible and counted in seconds or minutes. Its maximum acceptable value in low density networks is still an open research issue.
C. CELL DISCONTINUOUS TRANSMISSION (CELL DTX)
While, at a long time scale (a few tens of minutes), only very few cells carry no traffic, it is found that, at a much shorter time resolution (on millisecond level), no user is served in most of the cells, most of the time [6] , [15] . There is thus a large energy saving potential for fast mechanisms that enable a BS to enter light sleep mode when no data is scheduled. Cell Discontinuous Transmission has been proposed in [16] to clean up unnecessary subframe transmissions and reduce control signaling overhead. Taking inspiration from the Discontinuous Reception (DRX) mode, standardized in LTE for mobile terminals, cell DTX aims at quickly switching between active and empty symbol timespans ( 71µs), during which the power amplifier and part of RF subsystem are turned off.
A wide range of algorithms have been proposed to fully harness the potential of Cell DTX and its performance 58172 VOLUME 6, 2018 has been analyzed at country level in [15] . As shown in [17] , significant energy gains are achieved in denser networks with lightly loaded cells. Regarding rural environments, with lower population and high heterogeneity in the inhabitant distribution, beamforming has been analyzed in [18] for mmWave networks using cell DTX. Performance is also subjected to BS scheduling. Energy-efficient techniques encompass adapting the resource blocks placement within the frame [19] , controlling the number of empty subframes [20] , [21] , notably depending on the delay tolerance of user applications, or coordinating the sleep periods among cells to reduce inter-cell interference [22] . Whereas cell DTX offers valuable reactivity to packets arrival in moderate load conditions, higher energy savings could be achieved during long periods with low traffic, e.g. at night, by turning off more BS hardware components.
D. TOWARDS ADVANCED SLEEP MODES
On-demand BS activation and cell DTX can be understood as two extreme sleep modes (SM), the former relying on switching off a whole site to save energy, the latter aiming at turning off radio subframes. In between, several other potential sleep levels can be implemented for energy reduction. A first sleep scale has been proposed in [6] for 2G/3G networks, which includes site, sector, layer and carrier component sleep modes. This concept has been further investigated by IMEC within the GreenTouch project [12] , [23] . In particular, the BS component deactivation and activation duration, or transition latency, has been shown to be a serious hindrance to advanced sleep mode and energy reduction.
Hardware sleep capabilities have been investigated in [23] to predict the power consumption of BS up to the year 2020. Four levels of sleep depth have been characterized, by grouping the sub-components with similar transition latency:
• SM1: This is the fastest sleep mode as its transition latency is only one OFDM symbols (71µs). The power amplifier and some other RF components are deactivated.
• SM2: This medium sleep state, where more components are disabled, is reached at the cost of 1ms transition time.
• SM3: In this idle mode, all components of the digital baseband and analog front-end (both Rx and Tx) are switched off, excepting the clock generator. The transition time is evaluated to 10ms.
• SM4: In this standby mode, a BS is out of operations and only wake-up functionalities are kept active. This refers to on-demand BS activation. The transition time is measured in seconds (not accounting for the connection re-establishment time).
The power consumed by components that are still active for each sleep mode is given in Figure 2 . SM2 and SM3 are of particular interest when assuming non-zero traffic load, as they allow larger energy reduction with reasonable latency. The proposed gDTX strategy aims at enabling such advanced sleep modes while insuring user service.
E. NEW OPPORTUNITIES OF 5G TECHNOLOGIES
Due to their longer transition latency, advanced sleep modes are first hampered by BS synchronization signaling, which is transmitted even within an empty cell for network access and cell (re-)selection. In LTE, this signaling includes the Primary and Secondary Synchronization Signals (PSS and SSS), as well as the Physical Broadcast CHannel (PBCH), and is repeated every 5ms. In addition, only a few subframes within a frame can be totally emptied due to reference signals for demodulation, phase-tracking and channel-state information. The concept of hyper-cellular networks has been proposed in [5] to decouple the coverage of control signals from the coverage of data and has been extended in [24] to enable long sleep periods. Yet, including synchronization and channel estimation within the Control/User plane separation remains complex to implement in practical architectures. The key design principle of ''5G Forward compatibility'' aims at minimizing always-on transmissions and opens new perspectives for BS sleep modes. The ultra-lean design of 5G radio enables to confine signals and channels for physical layer functionalities within a configurable time and frequency resource [25] . More flexibility is provided in the uplink/downlink frame scheduling and in timing relations for HARQ and ACK management [26] . Full service, including data/control management and users connection, can be provided with limited time-domain resources. Finally, synchronization signals are grouped in SS-blocks and scheduled with a much longer and configurable periodicity of 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 or 100ms, as standardized in [27] .
While spaced SS-bursts primarily targets overhead reduction for beam sweeping in multi-antenna coverage, it also holds significant potential for energy savings. It is shown in [28] that the power consumption of a 2x2 macro-BS with a 5ms periodicity (as in LTE) is 4.5 times larger than a similar BS with a 100ms periodicity. Next, strategies have been proposed in [29] and [30] to enter deep sleep state during network idle periods and quickly wake up upon traffic requests, then allowing energy reduction while minimizing the additional latency due to switching from idle to active BS state.
III. A gDTX CYCLE TOWARD ADVANCED SLEEP MODES
We present in this Section the proposed gDTX strategy within the context of energy-restricted cellular networks.
A. MOTIVATIONS FOR A DIFFERENT APPROACH ON BS SLEEPING
The major restriction of aforementioned solutions is that advanced sleep modes are permitted only as a response to zero-load conditions, to provide the best QoS. Practical implementations of Cell-DTX allow full sleep pattern (number of empty subframes) only if there is no RRC-connected users, and partial sleep pattern if there are less than 5 RRCconnected users, with low DL traffic load [31] . In [20] , sleep state is dependent on the buffered packet with the most stringent delay constraint. In [29] and [30] , a BS is activated at any packet or signaling message arrival, even if only a few PRB (physical resource blocks) are scheduled during a subframe.
Consequently, a BS managing only a few users doing phone calls may be unceasingly woken up by grant requests and packet transmissions, and may be prevented from entering sleep modes, even if the traffic load is almost null. By tracking the load fluctuations on operated networks, we have observed that the time occupancy of a typical rural BS, i.e. the ratio between occupied and available subframes, is in average 3 to 4 times higher than the effective resource occupancy in PRB. Thus, significant energy reduction is expected from approaching sleep management differently. The proposed gDTX cycle aims at solving this issue. In addition, we propose a strategy that is applicable for isolated sites, with no possibility of traffic offloading, and for any type of base stations, including macro BS which are generally used for network coverage.
B. OVERVIEW OF gDTX CYCLES WITHIN THE 5G FRAMEWORK
To exploit the capabilities of BS sleeping in non-zero load conditions, we propose a novel Discontinuous Transmission mode for gNB, named gDTX cycle. As illustrated in Figures 1 and 3 , it hinges on:
• A flexible duty cycle of length N T , composed of an active period, containing SS-blocks, and an inactive period;
• An inactive period, of length N , during which the gNB enters sleep mode, even if users are requesting service. Incoming packets, signaling and requests are buffered;
• A guaranteed service period every N (max) T to enable extended DRX, used in particular for IoT devices.
Applying the ultra-lean design of 5G radio to the proposed gDTX cycle, as introduced in Subsection II-E, all transmissions, including user data, user-specific signaling and reference signals, are interrupted during the inactive period to leave blank resources and let the gNB enter advanced sleep modes. As it operates on periodical basis rather than as a response to packet arrivals, the proposed strategy minimizes the number of wakes-up. The control necessary to wake up and switch to an active mode is limited and no extra energy is dissipated to listen to the incoming traffic. As full service is provided during the active period, no connection reestablishment or traffic offloading is needed before user data transmissions. In addition, the proposed gDTX can operate jointly with any resource scheduler. The active period should be sufficiently large to allow scheduling optimization, for example depending on the channel quality, and may be combined with cell DTX.
LONGER CYCLES FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE

For a fixed sleep ratio
N N T
, extending the cycle duration N T may limit the interactivity of some low latency real-time traffic but it also provides numerous benefits. First, deeper sleep states are achievable, bringing more power gain. For N N T = 0.5, the average power consumed during sleep states is equal to 54.3W when N T = 10ms (i.e. 4ms of SM2 and 1ms SM1↔SM2) and is reduced to 35.7W when N T = 40ms (i.e. 9ms of SM3, 1ms SM1↔SM2, 10ms SM2↔SM3). Although further extending N T does not bring significant additional gain, it offers more granularity for sleep ratio optimization and lets the possibility to implement new intermediate sleep states, with a (de)activation latency between 10ms and 50ms.
BASE STATION gDTX AND USER DRX
The joint management of gDTX and user DRX is two-fold. First, trying to reach a gNB in sleep state is vain and energywasting. In contrast to conventional systems, where each user can negotiate its own DRX parameters, the proposed strategy benefits from synchronizing the user DRX to the gDTX cycle of its associated gNB. To this end, the cycle length N T and inactivity duration N should be broadcast, e.g. within System Information Block messages.
Second, the necessity for users to know when the gNB is awake raises challenges for terminals in extended DRX (eDRX), for example IoT devices. A such terminal may stay in dormant mode for a predefined number of hyper frames that can reach a few hours. Consequently, it may not 58174 VOLUME 6, 2018 be informed if the parameters (N , N T ) have been modified meanwhile, and thus, loose synchronization. This is illustrated in Figure 3 . To this end, the proposed gDTX design includes a guaranteed service window, i.e. an active period is scheduled every N (max) T , whatever the current values of (N , N T ) . A simple way of implementation is to delay the modification of (N , N T ) so that the active period of the new gDTX cycle matches the next scheduled guaranteed service period.
C. gDTX CYCLES AND OPTIMIZATION OF N, N T
Conventional systems are based on the sharing of all time and frequency resources among users, whether there are one or hundreds of them. On the contrary, the proposed strategy aims at limiting the time-domain resources and controlling the duration N T −N of the active period, depending on the traffic load and network energy constraints. The optimization of (N , N T ) is thus a key design parameter for reducing energy and maintaining QoE.
First, reactive or proactive algorithms can be developed depending on the ability to track and/or predict the traffic load fluctuations in the time (e.g. day/night), but also in the space (e.g. work/residential areas). Solutions may be rather static, leading to a pair (N , N T ) set for a few hours, or more dynamic, with (N , N T ) changed after a few frame transmissions. Long-term adaptation of gDTX cycles based on network statistics may not lead to the optimal energy gain and may cause under-utilization of resources, or reversely, may excessively degrade the users QoS. However, it is less sensitive to traffic sudden variations and limits the extra energy dissipated for computation and broadcast of (N , N T ). In Section IV and V, we consider a semi-static adaptation, based on 15-minute periods. Further performance gain is achievable through the joint optimization of several BS duty cycles, notably through smart traffic offloading, as in [22] for Cell DTX.
Next, energy harvesting base stations raise unique challenges as the energy arrival is uncertain. In addition to traffic load considerations, the gDTX cycle can be adapted to the BS battery level and predictions on the harvesting capabilities. For example, the inactivity period may be shorter during sunny days when solar panels can operate at full efficiency, and longer during rainy days or nights, when the BS must rely on the energy stored in its battery.
Finally, the gDTX cycle should be tailored not only to the energy savings but also to the resulting quality of service, as long inactivity period may degrade user experience. The impact of gDTX cycles on the voice quality is introduced in Section V but further optimization is left to future work.
D. DISCUSSION
Whereas QoS metrics such as minimal latency or broadband capacity primarily target markets of developed countries, insuring, at lower cost, sufficient network availability, both in the space (coverage) and time (battery lifespan), remains a major priority for many developing countries.
On the one hand, the proposed gDTX design allows a refined energy management. The inactivity period for energy savings is set by the gNB itself as a function of traffic load and energy harvesting statistics, and independently of users individual requests and packet arrivals. Thereby, the energy consumption can be estimated quite accurately in advance, given the chosen (N , N T ) and becomes predictable. Managing battery is then greatly facilitated. For example, in case of low battery, a gNB may decide to increase the inactivity period, even though less cell capacity is provided to users. Such a situation is preferred in networks severely restricted by energy as it maintains minimal connectivity, whereas providing full capacity may imply running out of energy and letting network access down for all users, including in case of emergency.
On the other hand, gDTX renders gNB always available, even if not always on. It particularly fits isolated sites, where traffic cannot be offloaded. Moreover, it offers more opportunity for an operator to maintain connection at rural or suburban sites, contrary to BS switching off which tends to favor users in denser areas or cities. Thus, gDTX can offer a proximity access to all users, whatever their location or time of day.
IV. ENERGY PERFORMANCE OF gDTX CYCLES
In this Section, first insights are given on the daily energy savings in a cellular network implementing gDTX cycles.
A. TRAFFIC MODEL AND SIMULATION SETUP
The energy consumption largely varies depending on the BS type, i.e. its architecture, hardware components and transmission technology. As in [29] , we consider a 2x2 MIMO trisectored base station operating on a 20MHz bandwidth. For performance evaluation, we assume three cases:
• A BS using gDTX cycles, which can switch between active state, SM1, SM2 and SM3, depending on the transition latency constraints detailed in Subsection II-D.
• A BS implementing Cell DTX only, modeled as a twostate BS (active or SM1).
• An always-on BS, which does not use sleep modes. As highlighted in [15] and illustrated in Figure 4 , smalltime-scale simulations may result in underestimated energy gains when considering busy-hour network conditions (worst case scenario) or conversely, in overestimated results when considering night traffic pattern (best case scenario). This motivates us to measure real traffic over several days, to better capture the living behavior of users. In particular, we track the daily load fluctuations of three BSs, respectively located in urban, suburban and rural environments and currently in operation on the Orange radio cellular network.
A BS generally manages many users and heterogeneous traffic types at the same time, for both data and signaling. The footprint of such traffic on the media resources is subjected to protocol overheads, channel quality, but also network failures VOLUME 6, 2018 and congestions, which may lead to retransmissions or connection reconfigurations. To account for their joint impact, we measure the BS load through the bandwidth (BW) occupancy, i.e. the ratio between the number of utilized physical resource blocks (PRB) and the number of available PRB, averaged over a 15-minute period. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the BW occupancy observed in rural, suburban and urban environments is depicted in Figure 5a .
The power consumed by each base station is computed as the sum of the load-dependent power, assumed proportional to the number of used PRB, and the power dissipated in circuitry, which depends on the number of consecutive empty subframes (1ms each). It accounts for the time spent in each sleep mode (SM1, SM2 or SM3), as well as for the power dissipated during transition periods between sleep modes and active states. Values used for power consumption evaluation are given in Figure 2 .
Remark: To accurately evaluate the gain achieved by Cell DTX, we also measure the actual number of empty subframes at the considered base stations.
Next, a wide range of parameters can be considered to adapt the gDTX cycle to the network conditions. In this paper, we consider a simple adaptation method for (N , N T ) to provide a first benchmark on the energy performance. Taking N T =80ms to extend the inactivity period, we assume that the gNB knows the average BW occupancy along the day and uses this value to set the activity ratio
, for each 15-minute period.
B. SIMULATION RESULTS: ENERGY REDUCTION USING gDTX CYCLES
As illustrated in Figure 4 , the power gain achieved by sleep modes (through Cell DTX or gDTX) considerably varies depending on the time of day. During empty hours (between 1am and 7am), traffic does not occupy more that 10% of the available resources, whether considering an urban, suburban or rural environment. The consumption of a BS implementing gDTX cycles is almost 5.9 times lower than for an always-on BS and 3.5 times lower than for a BS implementing cell DTX.
But energy reduction is not limited to night hours. Although gains achieved by sleep modes are generally low when the BW occupancy reaches 80-85%, such scenario has been observed only in urban environment during busy hours (i.e. 12am-2pm, 4-6pm and 8-10pm). As shown in Figure 5a , a suburban BS does not carry more than 35% load half of the time, and the load of a rural BS rarely exceeds 20%. This clearly encourages the use of advanced sleep modes and, in light of this traffic distribution, we plot in Figure 5b the complementary CDF of the power gain achieved by gDTX cycles over always-on BS and cell DTX. As observed, gDTX cycles provide more than 50% gain over cell DTX for 20% of the time in an urban environment (i.e. P (Gain ≥ 50%) = 0.2), 30% of the time in a suburban area and almost all the time in rural environment.
A finer analysis of the traffic transmitted and received at the considered base stations shows that significant energy gain is provided by gDTX over cell DTX during periods with low sporadic data traffic (typically smartphone software updates) or some users doing phone calls (a few PRB every 20ms). In this case, a BS which does not implement gDTX regularly switches to active state, even if many subframes are scheduled with a few occupied PRB only. Such scenario is observed notably in rural areas or at the beginning of night. The ratio of utilized subframes over available subframes is then 4 to 5 times higher than the ratio of utilized PRB.
V. VOICE QUALITY USING gDTX CYCLES
Setting up long BS inactivity periods affects the throughput, delay and jitter experienced throughout the network. While best-effort traffic can be spread over duty cycles, transmitting real-time delay-non-tolerant applications, like voice, raises new challenges to handle the unpredictable behavior of IP networks and limit the potential QoS degradation. As they are mostly based on proprietary algorithms that regulate the packet flow as a function of network conditions, other real-time applications, e.g. Skype video-conference or online gaming, are left to future investigations.
A. TRAFFIC MODEL AND SIMULATION SETUP
To analyze the performance of voice traffic under gDTX cycles, we consider a Matlab-based simulator modeling the network depicted in Figure 6 . We can reasonably assume that the network behavior is statistically symmetrical in both directions of the phone call and we focus on one direction only, from mouth to ear. The delays modeled in our simulator are listed in Table 1 and further details on each part of the simulated network are provided in the following.
1) SOURCE ENCODER
Voice is traditionally characterized by an ON-OFF macrobehavior, consisting of intercalated speech and silent bursts. According to [32] and [33] , this behavior can be modeled as a two-state Markov model and the probability of being in the talking state is given by the voice activity factor (equal to 0.5 in our setup). Both talking and silent periods are exponentially distributed, with mean 3sec. We assume an Adaptive Multi-Rate Wideband (AMR-WB) codec, widely used in current networks. In the talking state, a voice frame is generated every 20ms, while a Silence Insertion Descriptor (SID) frame is sent every 160ms during silence periods. For simplicity, we assume that AMR mode 1 is used throughout the whole conversation. This baseline model provides a tractable benchmark for performance comparison and other features, e.g. TTI bundling, are left to future extensions.
2) ACCESS NETWORK
We consider the following cases:
• S0-R0: no gDTX cycle is implemented, neither at the sender side, nor at the receiver side (Reference scheme, depicted by N = 0ms in following figures).
• S0-R1: gDTX cycles are used at the receiver side only (named ''downlink gDTX cycle'' in the following). This case also models calling from a landline.
• S1-R0: gDTX cycles are used at the sender side only (named ''uplink gDTX cycle''). This case also models receiving a phone call at a landline.
• S1-R1: gDTX cycles are implemented at both sides of the phone call. In this paper, we consider equal values for N and N T at both sides. We further assume no synchronization of the phone call, the downlink and the uplink gDTX cycles. To this end, random call start times and gDTX cycle start times are simulated. In the considered framework, only one phone call is simulated and a packet can be sent immediately if it arrives during the BS active period. Otherwise, it is sent at the beginning of the next active period. Such assumption allows to isolate the impact of gDTX on performance. It is valid for voice with guaranteed QoS in low to moderate load and for nonprioritized voice in light load (e.g. during nights or in rural area). Performance analysis at higher load, in particular for non-prioritized voice, is left to future investigation.
3) CORE NETWORK
Real packet route consists of a mixture of various networks, using different technologies, passing through different equipments. Each of them adds a certain degree of uncertainty in the processing and transmitting times, such that packets experience random delay, can arrive out of sequence, or may be lost due to traffic congestion and buffer overflows. The Generalized Pareto distribution is well suited to describe the resulting overall network delay statistics [32] , [35] , [36] . For performance simulation, we consider different network conditions, with a packets loss probability of 0.1%, an overall propagation delay D p of {10, 50, 75, 100}ms and a jitter J of {0, 10, 20, 30}ms. The case J = 0ms allows to evaluate the extra jitter generated by gDTX cycles solely.
4) RECEIVER DECODING
To obtain a steady stream out of the irregular packet flow coming from the Internet, a jitter buffer is used at the receive side where received packets are held and re-ordered before being played out. A longer holding time, or jitter buffer size, VOLUME 6, 2018 allows to overcome large network delay variations and to reduce packet loss due to late arrivals. Yet, this also increases the end-to-end delay. In this paper, we consider a fixed buffer policy, for which network conditions are not tracked to adapt the holding time. This latter is set to insure a packet loss no larger than 5%.
B. SIMULATION RESULTS: VOICE QUALITY USING gDTX CYCLES
For performance analysis, we simulate a large number of phone calls, with random start times for the call and gDTX cycles. Then, the achieved performance is averaged out.
1) CONSIDERED METRICS
Robust coding and error correction make voice more tolerant to packet loss, but very sensitive to the end-to-end delay D e2e (or mouth-to-ear) and overall jitter. In addition to these two metrics, we estimate the perceived speech quality and user satisfaction [37] . It is usually measured through the Mean Opinion Score (MOS), which ranges from 1 (Bad) to 5 (Excellent). While subjective methods involve humans listening and rating of a live stream or recorded file, E-models have been developed to predict voice quality based on the measured network parameters and without referring to the original signals.
In this paper, we consider the wideband E-model standardized by ITU-T [38] to estimate the achieved MOS. The output of this model is the R-factor, which is computed as in [39] :
and then, mapped to the MOS as follows:
for R > 100 1 + 0.035R + 7.10 −6 R× (R − 60)(100 − R) otherwise.
In this, the delay impairment factor I d accounts for all delays experienced by voice and is given by [39] : where H (x) = 0 for x < 0 1 otherwise.
The equipment impairment factor I e captures the effect of signal distortion due packet loss and codec insufficient bit rate. It is expressed as [39] :
I e = I e,wb + (129 − I e,wb )
in which B pl is a codec-specific factor. I e,wb is given by [39, Fig. 1 ] as a function of the packet loss P pl . Following an approach similar to [36] , P pl encompasses losses due to both network impairments and limited-size jitter buffer.
2) PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
First, gDTX cycles are themselves a non-negligible source of jitter, as illustrated in Figure 7 for an ideal network (case J=0ms). When the inactivity duration N increases, packets are more likely received in bursts. Yet, gDTX cycles have some beneficial effect with non-zero network jitter. When N ≤ 10ms, the overall jitter is equal to the sum of the network-generated and gDTX-generated jitters but, for 58178 VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 8. Impact of gDTX cycles on the jitter buffer size.
higher N , the effect of network jitter diminishes and part of it is absorbed by gDTX cycles. A direct consequence is that gDTX cycles used in the downlink act as jitter buffer. This is particularly visible in Figure 8 , for the case S0-R1 with J=30ms. By increasing the inactivity period, the size of actual jitter buffer (at the receiver side) can be reduced and tends to N T − 20ms, reflecting the gDTX-generated jitter only.
The use of gDTX in the uplink raises more challenges, especially for the case S1-R1 for which the overall jitter results from the uplink gDTX, core network and downlink gDTX. As observed in Figure 8 for J=30ms, the downlink gDTX efficiently absorbs part of the uplink and core jitters for N ≤ 50ms but, for higher values of N (i.e. both gNB are sleeping most of the time), too many packets are delayed by two gDTX cycles and the receiver buffer must be lengthened to maintain a packet loss of 5%. Nevertheless, a such increase is quite reasonable and, compared to the reference scheme N=0ms with J=30ms, does not exceed 35ms, even for two gDTX cycles with N=75ms each.
This leads us to state that the impact of gDTX on the overall jitter is generally well-handled by the receiver buffer and that the main QoS impediment for voice is the increased end-to-end delay D e2e . This latter encompasses the holding time in (a) the transmitter buffer, when packets arrives during the inactivity period of uplink gDTX (cases S1-R0 and S1-R1), (b) the downlink gNB buffer (cases S0-R1 and S1-R1), and (c) the receiver jitter buffer (all cases), which all add up to the network propagation delay. However, we show that the degraded jitter and end-to-end delay are not necessarily perceived by users.
To this end, we plot in Figures 9 and 10 the simulated MOS for different values of J and D p . We deduce from these figures that implementing gDTX cycles at one side (either S1-R0 or S0-R1) is transparent to users for N up to 30ms, in typical network conditions (i.e. J 20ms and D p 50/60ms), already allowing the gNB to enter SM3 for 20ms. In good network conditions (low jitter and short propagation delay), the inactivity period can be increased to 60ms. Whereas the MOS degradation is larger when gDTX is used at both side (S1-R1), the voice quality remains acceptable (MOS≥ 3.5) in most cases, even for long inactivity (N 50/60ms). Consequently, we deduce that large network propagation delay is the major hindrance for gDTX implementation.
We now verify the ability of gDTX cycles to handle traffic load and respectively plot in Figures 12 and 13 the Mean Opinion Score and the percentage of PRB available for data, with 50, 100 and 150 simultaneous voice users (D p = 50ms and J = 20ms). We observe that good MOS is maintained in loaded networks till 45ms of sleep for S1-R1 and till 60ms for S0-R1, but in this case, the whole cell capacity is occupied by voice packets. Given that traffic load is generally low in rural areas, as depicted in Figure 5a , slightly reducing the sleep duration allows to sustain both voice and data. For example, 100 simultaneous voice users and 35% load can be maintained while sleeping 30ms every 80ms.
As concluding observations, we map in Figure 11 the daily power consumption of Figure 4 to the Mean Opinion Score for both cases S0-R1 and S1-R1 (worst case), with J=20ms and D p =50ms. We observe that the large power gain achieved by gDTX cycles does not significantly impair the voice quality as perceived by users for S0-R1. Only phone calls from 1am to 7am may experience perceptible MOS degradation. It is recommended in this case to reduce the inactivity period to 60ms at most and use SM1 (i.e. Cell DTX) when an empty subframe is scheduled during the gDTX activity period.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed in this paper a novel 5G Discontinuous Transmission mode (gDTX), primarily dedicated to energyrestricted networks as often encountered in developing countries. Taking advantages of the 5G ultra-lean design and spaced synchronization signals, it operates on a duty cycle basis and alternates between an active period, for signaling broadcast and user service, and an inactive period, during which the gNB enters idle state. Contrary to existing approaches on sleep modes, the gNB does not wake up at each packet or request arrival and does not rely on neighboring gNB to offload traffic. Next, we have shown that large energy savings can be expected from gDTX cycles and, quite counter-intuitively, that it is also suitable for real-time delay-non-tolerant voice traffic, in light to moderate load. Such encouraging results calls for further investigations to dynamically configure (N , N T ) for energy minimization and measure the resulting power gain at users.
